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 “InSPIRE, EXPIRE…”  
(AYn-SPEER, EX-SPEER)

today, I took a step beyond the queer equation of anonymity and intimacy found in second-hand clothes.  I had walked 
past the YwCA at least once a week since moving here over a year ago.  Before today, though, I had never been further 
inside than the second-hand shop.  wedged into a corner next to the front door, I knew that corner all too well.  I stopped 
there like others stopped for lattés.  It was my “comfort food.” 

louise, the “gatekeeper,” was on the phone when I approached the counter.  Her name was the only personal detail I 
knew about her, although I’d interacted with her before, paying the $2 or $3 I owed for a wool sweater or necklace of 
worn wooden beads.  She blended seamlessly into the furniture and vastness of the foyer.  Despite its nooks and cran-
nies, the ceaseless flow of people, wallpapering of posters, and the low din from phones and corner lounge tV, the first 
floor was colourless, utterly de-saturated.  

louise was squarely in the center, hardly more noticeable than the old books on the opposite wall.  Her watery grand-
motherly eyes matched the shades of grey threading through her tidy ponytail and every detail of her unremarkable 
appearance.  A bit of lipstick brightened her otherwise monochromatic persona. Even her voice was grey, thickened by 
decades of cigarettes.

I signed up on a dark grey mid-January afternoon – the time of day when you realize that midday bleeds colourlessly 
into evening without giving any notice.  I spent hours on their website before I came, comparing prices, and deciphering 
schedules and class descriptions.  like every day in this city, everything was in French.  My last name wound up my first 
name on the membership card, in their computer records, and on the punch cards for the class.  

I made my way up the faded eggshell-coloured stairway.  I kicked off my boots and stuffed them under a bench in the 
hallway, like the other women were doing.  I slipped off my coat and the green wool scarf that reminds me of home, but 
resisted leaving them in the hall.  Padding into the room behind those women, my thick socks soaked up some of the 
snow melting on the worn wooden floor.  I set my things at the base of a mirror, strategically piled to hide the quotation 
screen-printed on my bag.  

those familiar English words are a dead give-away, broadcasting to the room that I am not from here, that I am new and 
I might be in the wrong place.  Gyms like this give me the willies. Since suffering junior high indignities, I have avoided 
them.  the preening, the narcissism, and the secret language of fitness plans and work-out machines are as much a 
foreign culture as what I encounter on the streets of this French-Canadian city.

the yoga studio’s floor-to-ceiling dour brown shutters obscured most of the waning afternoon light.  Deep shadows fell 
on the garishly coloured exercise balls piled haphazardly in a far corner.  those translucent green, pink and yellow orbs 
glowed softly, the only colour in the room.   Following the lead of the others, I settled in on my back.  the puffy blue mat 
beneath me smelled of previous use, and was gritty from the small bits of dirt tracked onto it by my socks.  I thought of 
backpacking mattresses, and wondered idly to myself if it could possibly roll small enough to serve such a purpose.  

A voice from the front of the room intoned, “Inspire…expire…ayn-speer…ex-speer…”   All around me, the pillowy forms of 
full-bosomed retired women lay still, legs extended.  As instructed, they breathed in through their noses, back out their 
mouths, feeling the deep rhythmic rushes of air flow in and out of their bodies comme une vague. I breathed, and waited.  
And waited.  And waited for what felt like an eternity. 

My mind raced. what is this!?  we’ve been laying here like this for at least 10 minutes.  Is this what it’s supposed to be 
like?  I know there are different methods, but I can lie on my back at home for free.  I was hardly breathing like a wave 
calmly washing in and out of my body!

My decidedly unrelaxed stream of silent critique was interrupted by a drill-sergeant voice.  the instructor’s emphatic di-
rectives were underscored by overly loud fusion music, a blend of Asian-style gongs and nature sounds.  As she repeated 
the instructions, her voice rose, peaking when she shouted, “…réspiration yogic complèt!”  
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I surreptitiously checked out the sliver-haired woman to my right, whose arms were serenely folded across her belly and 
resting on the black corduroy button-up shirt she wore to class.   She was doing nothing aside from breathing.  

“Surely I’m missing something.  they must be flexing a stomach muscle or their butts!  I must have missed it because 
I don’t recognize the word in French.”  I vowed to wear my watch from now on, and toyed with the idea of arriving five 
minutes late, deliberately, next time.  

the instructor interrupted my self-conscious peeking, finally directing us to stand.  I could see her well for the first time 
– brownish tightly-permed hair in a non-cut, bright green and white eye shadow.  She was completely dressed in black, 
an ’80s house-mom look, complete with an oversized t-shirt, old-school nike sneakers, and baggy sweat pants tapering 
into them like stirrup pants.  In one glance, she effectively disabused me of all my preconceptions about yoga gurus.  Her 
black, layered on top of louise’s grey, underscored the institutional sensation oozing from the concrete walls.

nearly every woman I know, including both sisters and my nearly 60-year old mother, does yoga.  they expound on the 
health benefits, the sense of calm, and for some, the spiritual aspects it contributes to their life.  they say the word most 
often with a tone of reverence.  they handle it with the sort of familiarity you feel running your hand along a worn banis-
ter, or the back of your family’s church pew.  

on the other hand, I’d never done this before, not even in English.  Drill sergeant lady, barking poses out in French, could 
tell.  During a particularly complicated pose, she “adjusted” me, telling me to watch myself in the mirror, and said so-
mething else I didn’t quite catch.  Eventually, the class wound down.  I found myself lying flat on my back again, listening 
to her command to resume “respiration normal.” 

normal, whatever that is. there was no normal to life here.  My body heated up, my armpits pricked with sweat each 
time I had to express my adult self, emotions, lofty ideas, or desire for two postage stamps in my elementary French.  I 
had to resort to the directive to breathe - “inspire, expire…ayn-speer, ex-speer” – every time I left the apartment.  lying 
on that mat the colour of a blue recycling bin.  Standing upright during one of countless interactions that felt more like 
a test than a transaction.  

Figure out the bus system, “inspire.” no nerve to ask for directions, “expire.” Go out for the first dinner without a trans-
lator, “inspire.”  order ten pounds of cabbage, rather than the desired two pounds of kale, “expire.”  Find treasures in a 
second-hand shop, “inspire.”  live in a silent bubble, unable to understand passersby, “expire.”  Show the in-laws around 
the city, and realize they are the tourists today, not me!  “Inspire!”  

“Inspire, expire…ayn-speer, ex-speer...”  Pronounce it in English. Inspire: stimulate hope.  Expire: out of date, past due, 
die.  

which language am I breathing in?
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